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 ABOUT PINHAS ADAR
Pinhas Adar, MDT, CDT, is the world’s most sought after and highest paid
 “Smile Designer.” His personal international clientele is small and exclusive.

Originally trained at the at Ort Yad Shapiro in Tel Aviv and apprenticing in
 Zurich, Pinhas’ greatest education came from working chair side; being with
 patients every day, and seeing the physical and psychological effects of his
 work.

While pursuing his Masters in Technology, Adar met Dental Technician Willi
 Geller, a developer of breakthrough dental technology.  Geller mentored Adar
 and introduced him to the best that dentistry had to offer.

For 20 years, Adar was an in-demand Dental Technician with famous doctors
 and celebrity clientele, wanting his custom, signature Smile Designs; some
 wealthy clientele traveling as far away as Australia to see him in his Atlanta, GA
 studio.

A fearless innovator, Pinhas has pushed the limits of common materials; taking
 them to new levels of aesthetic performance unequalled in the industry.

Pinhas’ 36 year career includes speaking engagements around the world and
 there’s high demand for his intensive training sessions.

Today, Adar’s mission is “To empower dental professionals by improving lives
 through the most up to date, cutting edge technology and solutions with
 superior esthetics at an affordable value along with a sustainable business
 opportunity for dentists and a culture rich in education and positivity.”

Because of this, dentists and patients everywhere now have access to
 exceptional and affordable restorations.

Take Charge Of Your Life

Are you spending your life spinning your wheels chasing someone 
else’s definition of a success?

Are you “majoring in the minors” by putting major emphasis on minor 
things? Minor things that get you sidetracked such as a fancy house, a 
fat bank account, or a faster car.

Chasing shiny objects makes you neglect the important things that 
make a significant difference in your life and in the lives of others. 

You don’t want to find out that you have missed the whole point of life after it’s too late.

This presentation will help you understand how to look at your own life’s journey to see if you’re 
pursuing your own dream of success or one created by the media, family, or friends.

Then we’ll reveal strategies and explain simple methods to find your powerful purpose and live 
the meaningful life you deserve.

Overachievement is an addiction and it’s easy to be obsessed with climbing the ladder of 
success just to find out that your ladder was against the wrong wall.

Stop living an unbalanced life chasing hollow accomplishments. End the lifestyle of being 
overweight, overstressed, and overworked.

Learn to live a life of clarity and quality with family and friends.

Let Pinhas Adar help you discover your unique gifts and find your purpose and reason for 
occupying your special place on Earth.
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